
Gem Plinko Now Available for download on iOS today!

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Gem Plinko is a simple, stylish and fun game featuring realistic physics and a nostalgic art 
style making it a very easy game to pick up, but hard to put down!

 
Yokkaichi, Japan, April 16, 2016 - Ubacoda is proud to announce the release of Gem Plinko, an amazingly 
addictive physics based plinko and slot machine game for iOS mobile and tablet devices.

Drop colourful gems and watch them satisfyingly bounce between pegs. Get them in the moving cups 
below for higher gem return!
Red gem drops will also appear from time to time. Score the red gems to earn a special bonus 'shower' 
drop on up to 50 free gems.

"Plinko is one of those games that many will remember from their childhood. We wanted to add some-
thing extra that we are sure players will appreciate. Imagine plinko as you have never seen or played it 
before.", says Ben.

Sink shiny green gems for a turn on the slot machine. Turns can be banked and there are a whole bunch of 
boosts to be won, such as special drops, power ups, and even free gems! 
Gem plinko features Game Center leaderboards that let players compare scores with friends for even more 
fun. Also, players can light up all of the colours at the bottom of the screen to win prizes! Collect 'em all!

"Absolutely anyone can pick up and start enjoying this fantastic looking app. This game is how we envi-
sion modern day plinko in a casino setting. We think you'll agree, it's a lot of fun.", the developer continues.

Link to app website (i.e. App landing page): http://www.ubacoda.com/plinko
Link to App Store : https://itunes.apple.com/app/gem-plinko/id1090877281

Gem Plinko is developed by Ben Walker, an independent developer who’s goal is to make games players 
enjoy and want to keep playing for a long time to come.

Ben has been in the mobile app industry for over 7 years and has worked as both artist and lead program-
mer on a number of 2D and 3D projects, both independently and for large mobile app developers in 
Japan currently featured in the App Store and Google Play top rankings. He has a passion for game 
creation and hopes to use his years of experience in the gaming industry to build many new and exciting 
games that players use and love.

If you would like further information on Gem Plinko for Ubacoda.com, or you would like to schedule an inter-
view, please contact: 

Ben Walker
Email:     ben@ubacoda.com
Website:   http://www.ubacoda.com
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